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Abstract

Purpose: Highly intensive physical activity is one of required conditions of healthy full-fledged life. Human modern way of life leaves still less and less space for realization of this important function of organism. From minimal required daily distance mature men walk only half [20, 21]. For cardio-vascular system’s (CVS) and general physical condition normalization physical activity of high and moderate intensity is the most effective [7]. But mature man’s organism is not always ready for such intensity. In researches [2, 3] we found dependence of men’s highly intensive physical activity (HIPA) on CVS current condition. It served as indicator of human general physical condition at the beginning of training day, which, probably, is conditioned by life style the day before. The most substantial physiological factors, influencing on human physical condition, are: physical functioning of other intensity, eating and sleep [19], on which physical condition and ability of healthy man to practice HIPA depend. Traditionally components of mature men’s life style are studied for prevention from widely spread age diseases. Recent years the quantity of works devoted to influences of life style components on human physical condition has been increasing [8, 12, 18]. In other work it was proved [17], that optimal HIPA planning for men is realized in days of increase of CVS tension (within standards) in respect to previous day. Other studies also

prove dependence of physical condition on PA, immobile way of life, rest regime [13, 16, 19].

Eating regime and consumed food products are the most significant factors in formation of human physical condition [12]. Besides, there is inter-dependence between eating and physical activity [6]. The author found influence of some food products on men’s PA [18]. Besides, it was found that some food products influence on human physical condition and improve sport results [5].

Sleep plays important role in control of organism’s metabolism. Sleep quality is directly connected with human life quality [4]. As per the data of many researches sleep of adult person shall take from 7 to 8 hours a day. Sleep deficiency reduces PA level. At the same time sleep sufficiency facilitates increase of PA [8]. Night sleep can be regarded in day and night format as a source of energy accumulation before active phase. Besides, it can be regarded as result of day active phase. Organism shall have enough energy for next day. In case of incomplete sleep organism can start the day with energy deficit. Human organism has to compensate this deficit from other sources and one of them can be excessive eating [9]. Besides, certain dependences between the set of consumed food products, their quality and sleep duration were determined [11, 15], as well as between PA kinds and sleep quality [10].

Hypothesis: it was assumed that specific features of life style before HIPA will help to understand of stimuli emersion for HIPA in men and simulate these specificities
for increase PA trainings’ quantity.

**Purpose:** to study special aspects of different intensity physical activity; eating special food; sleeping regime of mature men before their highly intensive physical trainings.

**Material and methods**

**Participants:** in experiment men (n=26, age - 35-53 years), who practice healthy life style and independent physical activity of high intensity in the forms of health related run, swimming and fitness, participated. All participants were instructed at medical-biological disciplines’ department of Kherson state university. In the research bio-registers BASIS B1, BASIS PEAK were used.

**Organization of the research:** the studies were fulfilled at the south of Ukraine in winter period 2015. During 30 days we studied special aspects of men’s life style before not planned HIPA trainings and compared them with everyday indicators. The participants practiced usual life style and every day registered their physical condition indicators in the morning: body weight, heart beats rate (HBR) blood pressure (BP); general weight of consumed food products as per their origin: animal, vegetarian, raw. During day and night bio-registers registered physical activity: high (85% from maximal admissible for the age– 145bpm and higher), average (from 70% to 84%, - 121-145bpm) ad low (from 50% to 69%, - 88-120 bpm). We noted: daily PA – as quantity of steps (steps/day) and its quality in percents (%) per day and in each zone; PA time (min/day), except low intensity; PA intensity (steps/min). Besides, we registered sleep duration (min) and its quality in percents (%) per day and in night time.

According to experimental requirements HIPA trainings shall not be planned beforehand. Men practiced HIPA only if individual wish appeared.

**Statistical analysis:** basing on daily reports of the participants and bio-registers’ indicators we calculated: body mass index (BMI) (kg/m²); index of cardio-vascular system’s adaptation potential by Bayevskiy (API) was calculated in absolute units (a.un.) [1]; HBR during HIPA trainings. For general physiological characteristic of the participants PA results were calculated every week. For comparison of days before HIPA with average monthly (without days with HIPA) results were rendered in day/night format.

Percents were calculated by formula

\[ x = \frac{b - a}{a} \times 100\% \]

where, \( x \) – is percentage value; \( a \) – previous indicator and \( b \) – next indicator of compared pair of numbers.

Statistical processing was fulfilled with methods of non parametrical statistics as far as results did not correspond to normal distribution. We found the following: 95% inter-quartile range (IR), median (Me). Comparison of indicators between days was fulfilled with the help of Wilcoxon’s criterion with level of confidence \( (p=0.05) \). EXCEL and Statgraphics16 programs were applied.

**Results**

Physiological characteristic of mature men (see table 1) was based on BMI values (which was in average 27.83kg/m²) and API (average indicator – 1.61a.un.). Such data show normal condition of men’s cardio-vascular systems.

Per one week men’s HIPA was 2.1 times with volume of 3604.71st/week and spent time – 21.53 min. The tested average HBR during HIPA trainings was 143.31bpm. It characterizes its high intensity.

Comparative of average and low intensity daily PA before HIPA trainings showed significant distinctions (see table 2). Quantity of steps in average intensity PA before HIPA was 3072.42st/day. It is by 9.15% confidently less than everyday indicators (3353.50 st/day). Quantity of low intensity PA steps before training was 5960.23st/day. It is by 10.41% confidently less than everyday quantity (6682.19 st/day). Average intensity PA time before HIPA was 30.46 min/day. It is by 11.13% confidently less than everyday indicators (33.85 min.). Day intensity of average PA had no substantial distinctions: only 1.79% with quantity of 80.87 st/min before HIPA and 82.32 st/ min. everyday. On the contrary, low daily intensity before HIPA was 5.72 st/min. and everyday – 6.31 st.min. It is by 10.4% confidently less.

Comparison of consumed food products before HIPA and everyday showed significant distinctions by all indicators (see table 3). Relative weight of consumed food before HIPA was 30.65g. It is by 6.82% more than every day (28.65g). Relative weight of animal origin food before HIPA was 6.45g. It is by 8.7% less than everyday consumption (7.01 g). Relative weight of vegetation origin food before HIPA was 2128g. It is by 10.64% more than everyday (19.53g). Relative weight of raw food before HIPA was 3072.42st/day. It is by 9.15% confidently less than everyday quantity (19.53g).

Rest regime was studied by indicators of day/night sleep, night sleep and their quality (see table 4). We did not find confidence differences between sleeping before

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Me (95%IR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>BMI (kg/m²)</td>
<td>27.83 (25.08;30.58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>API (a.un.)</td>
<td>1.61 (1.53;1.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quantity of HIPA per week (times/week)</td>
<td>2.1 (1.08;3.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HIPA (steps/week)</td>
<td>3604.71 (2816.43;4392.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HIPA time (min/week)</td>
<td>21.53 (17.34;25.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HBR during HIPA (bpm)</td>
<td>143.31 (134.28;152.34)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HIPA and in everyday regime. Before HIPA sleep duration was 505.24 minutes, with difference of 1.52%, comparing with everyday sleep (497.57 minutes). Sleep quality was 81.37% before HIPA and 79.07 in every day regime (difference – 2.83%). Night sleep duration was 450.78 minutes before HIPA and 457.96 everyday (difference – 1.59%). Night sleep quality before HIPA was 79.76%, and every day – 78.94% (difference – 1.02%).

Discussion
Analysis of men’s physical condition supplemented information [10, 12] about tendency to excessive weight of men and insufficient HIPA level [9, 114]. In our study BMI of men exceeds standard by 2.83 kg/m².

With it, cardio-vascular system corresponds to API requirements (1.80 a.un.) [1]. The daily quantity of walked steps witnesses about mainly immobile lie style of most of urban population. The quantity of average intensity steps corresponds to standard indicators (3000 st/day) [21]. Weekly PA of high intensity is insufficient to meet the recommendations of World health protection organization and other researches [14]. This indicator is 1 minute/day

**Table 2.** Comparison of men’s average and low physical activity before HIPA with every day indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Before HIPA (n=208)</th>
<th>Everyday indicator (n=780)</th>
<th>Difference (%)</th>
<th>W (p)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average intensity PA (steps/day)</td>
<td>3072.42 (2451.27;3693.57)</td>
<td>3353.50 (2248.03;4458.97)</td>
<td>9.15</td>
<td>62476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low intensity PA (steps/day)</td>
<td>2116.23 (1246.29;2986.17)</td>
<td>2336.54 (1372.34;3300.74)</td>
<td>10.41</td>
<td>61334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average intensity PA time (minutes/day)</td>
<td>30.46 (21.90;39.02)</td>
<td>33.85 (20.37;47.33)</td>
<td>11.13</td>
<td>65440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intensity of average PA (steps/min)</td>
<td>80.87 (71.04;90.7)</td>
<td>82.32 (70.98;93.67)</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>21097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intensity of low PA (steps/min)</td>
<td>5.72 (3.51;7.93)</td>
<td>6.31 (2.75;9.87)</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>63849</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.** Comparison of the consumed by men food products before highly intensive physical activity and every day

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Before HIPA (n=208)</th>
<th>Everyday indicator (n=780)</th>
<th>Difference (%)</th>
<th>W (p)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relative weight of consumed food (g/kg)</td>
<td>30.65 (19.26;42.04)</td>
<td>28.56 (14.48;42.64)</td>
<td>-6.82</td>
<td>57612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relative weight of animal origin consumed food (g/kg)</td>
<td>6.45 (3.29;9.61)</td>
<td>7.01 (4.71;9.31)</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>60145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relative weight of consumed vegetarian food (g/kg)</td>
<td>21.28 (9.15;33.41)</td>
<td>19.53 (7.88;31.18)</td>
<td>-10.64</td>
<td>62412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relative weight of consumed vegetarian raw food (g/kg)</td>
<td>16.26 (6.38;26.14)</td>
<td>15.02 (4.62;25.42)</td>
<td>-7.61</td>
<td>58472</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.** Comparison of sleeping regimes before highly intensive physical activity and every day

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Before HIPA (n=208)</th>
<th>Everyday indicator (n=780)</th>
<th>Difference (%)</th>
<th>W (p)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Day/night sleep (min)</td>
<td>505.24 (432.48;578)</td>
<td>497.57 (425.34;569.8)</td>
<td>-1.52</td>
<td>32986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quality of day/night sleep (%)</td>
<td>81.37 (76.14;86.6)</td>
<td>79.07 (71.67;86.47)</td>
<td>-2.83</td>
<td>37854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Night sleep (min)</td>
<td>450.78 (392.26;509.3)</td>
<td>457.96 (392.84;523.08)</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>29351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quality of night sleep (%)</td>
<td>79.76 (74.23;85.29)</td>
<td>78.94 (72.51;85.37)</td>
<td>-1.02</td>
<td>31457</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
more than average statistical [21]. The tested HBR and quantity of steps per minute during HIPA trainings prove their high intensity for this age category of men [20].

Comparative analysis of men’s PA proved for the first time that before HIPA physical activity of other intensity was confidently lower: by quantity of daily steps; by PA time; by quantity of steps per minute in zone of low intensity. Such PA reduction witnesses about accumulation of energy before HIPA. Exclusion was only quantity of steps per minute in PA of average intensity. It can be regarded as factor of men’s individuality, which does not depend on energy accumulation or consumption.

Eating is the most substantial factor of life style. For the first time we proved that consumed per day relative weight of food products in total, vegetarian raw food products was confidently higher before HIPA than in other days. Relative weight of animal origin food was confidently less. Total quantity and qualitative content of the consumed food products, prevailing carbohydrates facilitate accumulation of energy in organism before HIPA. Confident reduction of animal origin food is conditioned by reduction of energy consuming for organism kind of food [5].

Sleep is a result of life style in previous day. Sleep duration before HIPA and everyday corresponds to age standards [8]. There were no distinctions in duration and quality of sleep with confident PA reduction and increase of food consumption. It does not confirm the data of other works [10, 15] about reduction of sleep duration with increase of consumed food. Increase of consumed food

is a result of lack of sleeping or food quality is under question. In our research permanence of sleep duration and quality is explained by lower PA, which compensates sleep duration’s reduction from the point of organism’s energetic balance.

General tendency of mature men life activity’s physiological components is directed to accumulation of organism’s energy reserves in day preceding HIPA. It is also explained by CVS activation the next day [3, 17], when API confidently grows. Such energy accumulation results in natural demand in HIPA.

Conclusions

The research found increase of body weight and insufficient physical activity of mature men, who have no chronic diseases. We registered certain distinctions before not planned HIPA trainings, comparing with everyday regime. General physical activity, its volume and intensity were confidently lower. Relative weight of consumed food, vegetarian food and raw vegetarian food was confidently higher. Relative weight of consumed animal origin food was confidently less. There were found no confident distinctions in duration and quality of day/night and night sleep. The determined special features of men’s life style are directed at energy accumulation in organism for its further realization in highly intensive physical activity the next day.
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